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Indicator Cokriging-Based Subpixel Mapping
Without Prior Spatial Structure Information
Qunming Wang, Peter M. Atkinson, and Wenzhong Shi

Abstract—Indicator cokriging (ICK) has been shown to be an
effective subpixel mapping (SPM) algorithm. It is noniterative and
involves few parameters. The original ICK-based SPM method,
however, requires the semivariogram of land cover classes from
prior information, usually in the form of fine spatial resolution
training images. In reality, training images are not always available, or laborious work is needed to acquire them. This paper
aims to seek spatial structure information for ICK when such
prior land cover information is not obtainable. Specifically, the
fine spatial resolution semivariogram of each class is estimated
by the deconvolution process, taking the coarse spatial resolution
semivariogram extracted from the class proportion image as input.
The obtained fine spatial resolution semivariogram is then used
to estimate class occurrence probability at each subpixel with the
ICK method. Experiments demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed ICK with the deconvolution approach. It obtains comparable SPM accuracy to ICK that requires semivariogram estimated
from fine spatial resolution training images. The proposed method
extends ICK to cases where the prior spatial structure information
is unavailable.
Index Terms—Indicator cokriging (ICK), land cover mapping, semivariogram, subpixel mapping (SPM), super-resolution
mapping.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

IXED pixels are a common phenomenon in remote
sensing images [1]. How best to extract land cover information from mixed pixels is a key issue in land cover mapping,
and many soft classification techniques have been developed
for this purpose. Commonly used approaches include linear
spectral mixture analysis [2], fuzzy c-means classifiers [3],
artificial neural networks [4], k-nearest neighbor classifiers [5],
and support vector machines [6], [7]. Soft classification can
provide the proportion of land cover classes within mixed pixels
but cannot provide the spatial location of the classes. Atkinson
first suggested that subpixel mapping (SPM) [8], which is also
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ing, can be achieved through the postprocessing of a soft classification to predict the distribution of classes at the subpixel
scale. Based on spatial dependence theory, the most likely SPM
map is assumed to be the one with greatest spatial correlation.
Over the past decades, SPM has received increasing attention, and various SPM algorithms have been developed,
including linear optimization techniques [10], Hopfield neural
network [11]–[14], genetic algorithm [15], pixel swapping
algorithm (PSA) [16]–[21], subpixel/pixel spatial attraction
models (SPSAMs) [22], [23], Markov random field [24]–[28],
particle swarm optimization [29], and contouring methods [30],
[31]. These methods do not necessarily require prior models
of spatial structure for land cover and are mainly designed
based on spatial dependence. Alternatively, some other SPM
algorithms, such as the backpropagation neural network [32],
[33], two-point histogram [34], and indicator cokriging (ICK)
[35]–[37], need prior knowledge in terms of fine spatial resolution training images to build relevant models for classes. The
backpropagation neural-network-based SPM approach extracts
the relationship between coarse proportions (input neurons) and
fine class labels (output neurons) from the training image. The
two-point histogram-based method, introduced by Atkinson
[34], extracts the two-point histogram for a given distance and
direction lag from the training image. The randomly initialized subpixel map is gradually optimized to match the target
two-point histogram. The ICK method extracts the indicator
semivariogram from the training image, to calculate conditional probabilities of class occurrence at each subpixel. These
learning-based algorithms are theoretically able to decrease
the inherent uncertainty in SPM to some extent. In Boucher
and Kyriakidis’s earlier work [35] as well as our previous
work [37], [38], the geostatistics-based ICK model has been
demonstrated to be competent for SPM, which is free of iteration and needs few parameters. Similar to other learning-based
SPM algorithms, ICK-based SPM is demanding in terms of its
requirement for prior spatial structure information as follows.
1) The spatial resolution of the prior structure information
needs to be the same as the target fine spatial resolution
for SPM.
2) The prior spatial structure information needs to be representative of the studied area for SPM.
Jin et al. [36] presented an interesting work to extract a
fine spatial resolution indicator semivariogram from a small
representative local area rather than the entire image for
ICK-based SPM. The results demonstrated that ICK produces
comparable accuracy with those using a globally derived
spatial structure. This method is still based on the existence of
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fine spatial resolution training images. Recently, attention has
turned to ways to obtain training images, from which prior
spatial structure information can be extracted for land cover
mapping. The training images can be obtained by the following
approaches [39], [40].
1) Fine spatial resolution classified maps from other areas
of similar spatial structure to the study area. For example, Boucher and Kyriakidis [41] utilized a fine spatial
resolution land cover map of a nearby city (Foshan) for
ICK-based SPM of Guangzhou.
2) Fine spatial resolution images of the study area that are
captured by previous airborne or satellite sensor observation. These images are then classified to generate training
images.
3) Manually drawn artificial training images associated with
computer technology and the user’s expert knowledge on
the characteristics of land cover. In [42], a training image
was drawn by hand according to the linear characteristics
of roads for road extraction.
4) Other sources, such as land use maps, aerial photographs,
and Google Earth, can also be used to derive training
images.
Uncertainties in the aforementioned approaches are unavoidable. For example, due to the differences between two cities,
such as economic condition, environment, government planning, etc., the characteristics of the land cover in two neighboring cities may not be the same. The land cover of the same
area in different periods may also have different spatial structures, considering human activities (e.g., building construction
and vegetation harvesting, planting, and regrowth), and natural
changes (e.g., changes in rainfall and vegetation phenology),
and so on [37]. More importantly, the sources of training
images are not always accessible, or laborious work is needed
to acquire training images even if access to them is available.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore if some effective alternative can be provided for ICK-based SPM when such prior
spatial structure information is unavailable.
For traditional ICK-based SPM, fine spatial resolution training images are used to extract semivariograms for each land
cover class, to characterize their spatial pattern at the target
fine spatial resolution. In this paper, the fine spatial resolution semivariogram for ICK-based SPM was estimated using
coarse spatial resolution land cover proportion images. This
information is automatically available since the coarse spatial
resolution image of proportions provides the input data for
the SPM process. Although the proportion images are at a
coarse spatial resolution, they provide information on the spatial characteristics of the land cover classes. For each class, the
initially acquired coarse spatial resolution semivariogram was
converted to the equivalent at the target spatial resolution by
deconvolution.
Deconvolution is a technique for deriving a point support
semivariogram from the experimental semivariogram of areal
data [43], [44]. It is frequently used in mining, where all areas
are considered to have the same size and shape of support
[45], [46]. The technique has been extended to cases where
only irregular geographical units are available. Kyriakidis [47]

theoretically discussed the deconvolution of semivariograms
when areal data supports change from place to place. Goovaerts
[44] provided an example study to explore its practical implementation, by mapping lung cancer mortality rates in Indiana
and the Western U.S. using units of different shape and size.
This is also one of the few studies that explicitly present the
deconvolution process.
In some fields, such as soil survey, disease mapping, and
population mapping, it is common to represent variables on
a point support, as observations on quasi-point supports are
much smaller than the support of interest. However, this is not
the case for satellite remote sensing. Remote sensing images
are normally composed of regularly sized pixels that cover
a positive finite area, producing a given spatial resolution.
In this paper, by deconvolution, we mean the derivation of
the fine spatial resolution semivariogram (via the point semivariogram) from the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram
(areal semivariogram). In the deconvolution process, the coarse
spatial resolution proportions are viewed as the available areal
data, and the framework is based on regular geographical
units. Dconvolution is an intermediate step toward ICK-based
SPM. After deconvolution, the estimated fine spatial resolution
semivariogram of each class is used for ICK to predict the
probability of class occurrence at the subpixel level. SPM is
finally realized according to the ICK-derived probability and
the proportions constraint from the input soft classification.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II briefly introduces the background of ICK-based
SPM. Section III presents the principles of deconvolution of the
semivariogram and its implementation. The results are provided
in Section IV and discussed in Section V. Section VI concludes
this paper.
II. ICK-BASED SPM
Suppose Y is the observed coarse spatial resolution image
with N pixels and X is the subpixel map at the fine spatial resolution with M pixels. Here, M/N = S2 , and S is the zoom factor. Let vm (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) be a subpixel, K be the number
of classes in the studied area, and Fk (Vn ) be the kth (k = 1, 2,
. . . , K) class proportion in a coarse pixel Vn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ).
A. Coarse-to-Coarse and Fine-to-Coarse Semivariograms
Let γk (h) be the fine spatial resolution semivariogram of the
kth class that characterizes the spatial pattern of the kth class.
The fine-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram between
the kth class at the fine pixel vm and the kth class proportion
ak (Vn ) at the coarse pixel Vn is
S
1 
γk (hmm )
S2 
2

γkvV (vm , Vn ) =

(1)

m =1

where hmm is the distance (in fine pixels) between the centroid
of vm and the centroid of any fine pixel vm within Vn .
The coarse-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram between any two coarse pixels Vn and Vn is computed as
S
S
1  
(Vn , Vn ) = 4
γk (hmm )
S m=1 
2

γkV V

2

m =1

(2)
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Flowchart of the ICK-based SPM method in this paper.

where hmm is the distance (in fine pixels) between the centroid
of any fine pixel vm within Vn and the centroid of any fine pixel
vm within Vn .
B. ICK-Derived Probabilities
In this paper, we consider that the labels of all fine spatial
resolution pixels are unknown (i.e., are not available from prior
information) [36]. The ICK-derived probability pk (vm ), which
means the probability of the kth class occurrence at subpixel
vm , is estimated as



Pk (vm ) = η k (vm )T F k + πk 1 − sum η k (vm )T

(3)

where F k = [Fk (Vn ), n = 1, 2, . . . , N ]T is an (N × 1) vector,
πk is the mean of all elements in vector F k , and the function
sum(•) takes the sum of all the elements in vector •. η k (vm ) is
an (N × 1) vector of contributions from N coarse pixels, which
is computed by solving the following ICK equations [35]–[37]:
ΓVk V η k (vm ) = γ vV
k (vm )

(4)

where γkvV (vm ) is an (N × 1) vector of fine-to-coarse spatial
resolution semivariograms between subpixel vm to be predicted
and all N coarse pixels, i.e.,

T
γkvV (vm ) = γkvV (vm , V1 ), γkvV (vm , V2 ), . . . , γkvV (vm , VN )
(5)
and ΓVk V is an (N ×N ) matrix of coarse-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariograms between all pairs of coarse pixel, i.e.,
⎤
⎡ VV
γk (V1 , V1 ) γkV V (V1 , V2 ) . . . γkV V (V1 , VN )
VV
VV
VV
⎢ γ (V2 , V1 ) γk (V2 , V2 ) . . . γk (V2 , VN ) ⎥
ΓVk V =⎣ k
⎦.
...
...
...
...
VV
VV
VV
γk (VN , V1 ) γk (VN , V2 ) . . . γk (VN , VN )
(6)

number of subpixels for the kth class with a coarse pixel Vn ,
which is denoted as Ek (Vn ), is determined as
Ek (Vn ) = Fk (Vn )S 2 .

(7)

Under the constraint in (7), the aforementioned ICKderived probabilities (i.e., pk (vm ) (k = 1, 2, . . . , K; m =
1, 2, . . . , M )) are used to predict the class label of each subpixel. This process can be accomplished by a class allocation
method developed in our recent work [38]. Based on the
method, subpixels for each class are allocated in turn. For a
particular class (e.g., the kth class), the Ek (Vn ) largest probabilities for it are selected, and the corresponding subpixels are
allocated to the kth class. This way, K binary land cover maps
will be generated, and they are finally integrated to produce the
SPM result. The visiting order for all classes is determined by
comparing Moran indexes of all K classes calculated from the
class proportion images. The classes with higher indexes are
visited before those with lower indexes. This class allocation
method is fast and, more importantly, takes the intraclass spatial
correlation into account. Fig. 1 is the flowchart of the presented
ICK-based SPM method.
III. E STIMATION OF F INE S PATIAL R ESOLUTION
S EMIVARIOGRAM W ITHOUT P RIOR S PATIAL
S TRUCTURE I NFORMATION
In Section II and Fig. 1, it can be found that the critical
issue for ICK-based SPM is to obtain the fine spatial resolution
semivariogram for each class. In the traditional ICK-based
SPM model, the semivariogram sets γ1 (h), γ2 (h), . . . , γK (h)
are extracted from fine spatial resolution training images.
Specifically, the training image of a studied area covering K
classes can be decomposed into K binary land cover maps.
The semivariogram γk (h) can be acquired from the binary land
cover map of the kth class. Here, the fine spatial resolution
semivariogram sets are derived by deconvolution of the coarse
spatial resolution semivariogram, and the whole process does
not require any training images.

C. Allocating Class Labels to Subpixels
SPM is a hard classification technique (but at the subpixel
scale), thereby generating thematic land cover maps. In SPM,
the prior soft classification result acts as a constraint, and the

A. Objective of Deconvolution
Suppose γkV (h) is the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram calculated from the proportion image of the kth
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class, i.e.,
γkV (h) =

N (h)

1
[Fk (Vn ) − Fk (Vn + h)]2
2N (h) n=1

(8)

(9)

where γkV V (Vn , Vn + h) is the coarse-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram, and γkV V (Vn , Vn ), a constant for a given
zoom factor S, is the average coarse spatial resolution semivariogram within a coarse pixel. Both of them are calculated
using (2). Deconvolution aims to estimate the optimal fine
spatial resolution semivariogram (denoted as γkv_O (h)), the
regularized semivariogram of which approximates γkV (h). The
difference D between γkV _R (h) and γkV (h) is quantified by
means of the root mean square error (RMSE). Thus

D=

 L 
2
  V _R
V (h )

γ
(h
)
−
γ
l
l
k
 l=1 k
L

k

k

where N (h) is the number of paired pixels at a specific lag
distance h (in coarse pixels) from the center pixel Vn . In this
paper, the isotropic semivariogram is considered, and pixels at
a specific distance from the center pixel in all directions are
equally treated. With the scattered points, the continuous semivariogram function is fitted by the commonly used exponential
model.
The fine spatial resolution semivariogram γk (h) can be convolved to the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram γkV _R (h),
which is also termed regularized semivariogram, by the wellknown regularization [43]
γkV _R (h) = γkV V (Vn , Vn + h) − γkV V (Vn , Vn )

obtain correspondingly the optimal regularized semivariogram
γkV _RO (h) and optimal difference DO .
1) Initialization of γkv_O (h). In this paper, the starting range
of γ v_O (h) was the same as for γ V (h), the starting sill
was double that for γkV (h), and the starting nugget was
an empirical value S/200.
2) Regularization of γkv_O (h). The fine spatial resolution
semivariogram γkv_O (h) is convolved to the regularized
semivariogram γkV _RO (h) [see (9)].
3) Calculation of the difference between γkV _RO (h) and
γkV (h). The optimal difference DO in the initialization
stage can be quantified by the RMSE between the two
coarse spatial resolution semivariograms.
4) Initialization of indicator I. I is initialized to 1.
Stage 2: Update. This stage is implemented to update
γkv_O (h) and modify it iteratively to minimize DO .
1) Update of γkv_O (h). Each lag of the new fine spatial resolution semivariogram, denoted as γ v_N (h), is generated
k

by


γkv_N (hl ) = γkv_O (hl ) + ρl γkV (hl ) − γkV _RO (hl )

where ρl is an adaptive weight related to the iteration
number, γkv_O (h) and indicator I.
If the update of γkv_O (h) in the last iteration is successful (i.e., I = 1), ρl is calculated as
ρl =

(10)

where L is the number of lag distances. Consequently, the
objective of deconvolution is specifically to minimize the difference D in (10). Strictly, deconvolution is an ill-posed problem.
Although one can obtain reassurance about regularizations
(convolutions) of the fine spatial resolution semivariogram, one
can never be sure that the estimated semivariogram is exactly
the same as the true semivariogram of the studied area [39].
Deconvolution is employed in this paper to provide reliable
inputs of class probability estimation for ICK-based SPM (see
Fig. 1), rather than restoring an ideal fine spatial resolution
semivariogram.
B. Implementation of Deconvolution
Deconvolution is an iterative process and contains two
stages: initialization and update. Define I as an indicator as
to whether the update of γkv_O (h) is successful: 1 means
successful update, and 0 means unsuccessful update. In the
whole process, the isotropic semivariogram is considered, and
the commonly used exponential model is applied to fit the continuous semivariogram function. The detailed implementation
is given as follows.
Stage 1: Initialization. The task of this stage is to initialize
the optimal fine spatial resolution semivariogram γkv_O (h) and

(11)

γkv_O (hl )
√
(C1 + C2 ) i

(12)

where C1 and C2 are the nugget and sill of γkv_O (h), and
i is the number of current iteration. Take the first iteration
as an example; ρl in (12) ranges from about 0 to 1 as l
increases.
If the last update is unsuccessful (i.e., I = 0), ρl takes
a smaller value for small adjustment of γkv_O (h) [44]
ρl =

γkv_O (hl )
√ .
2(C1 + C2 ) i

(13)

As the deconvolution iteratively√proceeds, the weight
ρl gradually decreases by dividing i, and the adjustment
of γkv_O (h) decreases. If the current optimal regularized semivariogram γkV _RO (h) is smaller than the target
coarse spatial resolution semivariogram γkV (h), which
indicates that the corresponding fine spatial resolution
semivariogram γkv_O (h) is underestimated, an increase is
produced in (11) for adjustment of γkv_O (h). In contrast,
if γkV _RO (h) is greater than γkv_O (h), it indicates that
γkv_O (h) is overestimated, and a decrease is produced in
(11) for γkv_O (h). This flexible adjustment in (11) makes
γkV _RO (h) approach the target γkV (h) gradually.
2) Regularization of γkv_N (h). The new fine spatial resolution semivariogram γkv_N (h) is convolved to the regularized semivariogram γkV _RN (h).
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Flowchart describing the process of semivariogram deconvolution.

3) Calculation of the difference between γkV _RN (h) and
γkV (h). The new difference DN is obtained by calculating
the RMSE between the two semivariograms.
4) Determination of a new indicator I. DO and DN are
compared by Δ = DN − DO .
If Δ < 0, it means that the update of γkv_O (h) is
successful. Correspondingly, γkv_O (h) is updated by
γkv_N (h), γkV _RO (h) is updated by γkV _RN (h), and DO
is updated by DN . Meanwhile, I is set to 1.
If Δ ≥ 0, it means that the update of γkv_O (h) is
unsuccessful. In this case, γkv_O (h), γkV _RO (h), and DO
are not changed, and I is set to 0.
The new indicator I is used to guide the update of
γkv_O (h) in the next iteration (i.e., whether (12) or (13)
is applied). By step 4), the optimal semivariogram from
the initialization to current iteration is retained, and the
difference D is minimized as the deconvolution proceeds.
5) Termination of deconvolution. The deconvolution process
is stopped when one of the following two conditions
is met.
i) The number of iterations exceeds the maximum number H. In this paper, H was set to 20.
ii) The change in DN in comparison with DO is less than
a small threshold T (e.g., 0.1% in this paper) for a
consecutive three times, i.e.,
|Δ|
≤ T.
DO

(14)

For all K classes, the aforementioned steps are carried
out to produce the fine spatial resolution semivariogram sets
v _O
γ1v_O (h), γ2v_O (h), . . . , γK
(h), which can then be used as
inputs to ICK-based SPM, as presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 sum-

marizes the whole flowchart of deconvolution. As seen from
the steps and in Fig. 2, the whole process of deconvolution
needs no prior spatial structure information. The regularization
process links the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram with
the fine spatial resolution semivariogram, by involving the
zoom factor S in (2). Therefore, the deconvolution approach
is able to convert the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram to
the desired target spatial resolution semivariogram.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In the first two experiments, to avoid errors from soft classification and some other processes (e.g., registration) [48] and
solely focus on the performance of SPM, the soft classification
results were simulated by degrading the fine spatial resolution
map with a mean filter. More precisely, the proportion image of
each class was produced by degrading the binary map of that
class in the fine spatial resolution map, with an S × S mean filter. This way, every S × S fine pixels were degraded to a coarse
pixel. The third experiment was designed to gain a more realistic simulation of the coarse spatial resolution image and consider the uncertainty in soft classification. Specifically, a 30-m
spatial resolution Landsat image was degraded band by band
with a degradation factor to generate a coarse spatial resolution
multispectral image. Soft classification (i.e., spectral unmixing)
was then implemented to obtain proportion images, which were
used as inputs to SPM (including the deconvolution process in
the proposed method). The hard classification result of the 30-m
Landsat image was considered as reference for SPM evaluation
[9], [49].
The proposed ICK method that uses the semivariogram
obtained by deconvolution was compared with the original
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Fig. 3. Reference land cover maps in the first experiment. (a) South Carolina
map. (b) Ohio map.

ICK method using fine spatial resolution training images. For
clarity, we call the proposed method naive ICK (NICK). NICK
was also compared with two well-known SPM algorithms (i.e.,
PSA [16]–[21] and SPSAM [22]) to validate its advantages
in SPM. All experiments were tested on an Intel Core i7
Processor at 3.40 GHz with the MATLAB 7.1 version. PSA was
implemented based on simulated annealing, and the number
of iterations was set to 3000. For both ICK and NICK, a
neighborhood window with 5 × 5 coarse pixels was considered
for each coarse pixel for reasons of computational efficiency, as
was done in [35] and [37].
A. Experiment 1
In the first experiment, two land cover maps from the National Land Cover Database 2001 (NLCD 2001) were tested.
The NLCD 2001 is a raster-based land-cover classification with
a medium spatial resolution of 30 m over all 50 U.S. states
and Puerto Rico, which was produced using a set of data layers,
including multiseason Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 images mostly
acquired in 2001, digital elevation model-based derivatives, and
other auxiliary data sets [36], [50]. Both land cover maps have
a ground extent of 18 km × 18 km and a size of 600 × 600
pixels. Four land cover classes are presented in the two maps:
water, urban, agriculture, and forest. The first map covers an
area in South Carolina, whereas the second map covers an area
in Ohio, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the urban
class in the two maps appears mainly as elongated features,
whereas the water class appears mainly as large objects. In the
South Carolina map, the pixels of the water, urban, agriculture,
and forest classes occupy 9.74%, 16.27%, 26.76%, and 47.23%,
respectively, of the entire image, and in the Ohio map, the corresponding proportions of the four classes are 6.33%, 23.32%,
45.88%, and 24.47%, respectively.
The two 30-m spatial resolution maps were degraded with
five mean filters, i.e., 4 × 4, 6 × 6, 8 × 8, 10 × 10, and 12 ×
12, to simulate the 120-, 180-, 240-, 300-, and 360-m coarse
spatial resolution proportion images of the four classes. The five
different spatial resolution proportion images were used as the
input for SPM, and the zoom factor S was correspondingly set
to 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, to restore the land cover map at 30-m
spatial resolution.
We first take the 240-m spatial resolution image as an example for illustration and analysis. Fig. 4 gives the 240-m spatial

Fig. 4. Proportion images of the four classes in the simulated 240-m coarse
spatial resolution images in experiment 1. From left to right: water, urban,
agriculture, and forest. (a) South Carolina. (b) Ohio.

resolution proportion images created with a degradation factor
of 8. It can be seen that the mixed pixels occur on the boundaries
between classes, and the commonly existing blurry boundaries
necessitate SPM techniques. The 30-m fine spatial resolution semivariograms of the two areas, which are estimated
by deconvolving the coarse spatial resolution semivariograms
extracted from the proportion images, are shown in Fig. 5.
As can be observed from the semivariograms of each class in
each coarse spatial resolution, the regularized coarse spatial
resolution semivariogram (in green) and target coarse spatial
resolution semivariogram (in blue) are highly similar and nearly
coincide with each other in each case. This indicates the effectiveness of the deconvolution approach. It is worth noting
that the nuggets of semivariograms at coarse spatial resolution
(both regularized and target coarse semivariograms in Fig. 5)
are smaller than that of the fine spatial resolution semivariogram. Moreover, for several classes, there are slight differences between the nuggets of the regularized semivariogram
and the corresponding target coarse semivariogram. This is
because deconvolution is an ill-posed problem, and the nugget
of the fine spatial resolution semivariogram cannot be estimated
from only the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram [46].
Additional information or expert knowledge on the characteristics of land cover may be a feasible source to solve this
problem.
Using the estimated fine spatial resolution semivariogram,
the class probabilities for each subpixel were then estimated
by the ICK method. Fig. 6 exhibits the estimated ICK-derived
probability maps of the four classses for the 240-m spatial
resolution images in Fig. 4, based on the fine spatial resolution
semivariograms in Fig. 5. Comparing the maps in Fig. 6 with
Fig. 4, we can observe that the boundaries in Fig. 6 are much
clearer than those presented in Fig. 4, suggesting that NICK
is able to provide more detailed texture information than the
proportion images.
The SPM results of the PSA, SPSAM, ICK, and NICK
methods for the 240-m spatial resolution images of two studied
areas are shown in Fig. 7. For ICK-based SPM of the two areas,
the reference land cover maps in Fig. 3 were used as training
images to extract the fine spatial resolution semivariogram. As
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Fig. 5. Fine spatial resolution semivariogram obtained by deconvolution in experiment 1 (S = 8). The red, green, and blue curves denote the fine spatial
resolution semivariogram from deconvolution, regularized coarse spatial resolution semivariogram, and coarse spatial resolution semivariogram extracted from
the proportion image. (a) South Carolina. (b) Ohio.

Fig. 6. ICK-derived probability maps of the four classes in experiment 1 (S =
8). From left to right: water, urban, agriculture, and forest. (a) South Carolina.
(b) Ohio.

shown in Fig. 7(a) and (e), although the distribution of land
cover in PSA results are smooth, there exist many disconnected
and hole-shaped patches, particularly for the elongated urban
class. Examining the SPSAM results, we can find many patches
and linear artifacts in both resulting maps, and this phenomenon
is particularly obvious for the urban class. The results of NICK
are highly similar to those of ICK. Compared with PSA and
SPSAM, both of them produce more continuous SPM results,
which are more in agreement with the reference maps in Fig. 3.
This can be illustrated well by the restoration of the urban class
in the ICK and NICK results.
SPM is essentially a hard classification technique. Here, the
performances of three methods for the 240-m spatial resolution
images of two areas are also quantitatively evaluated by the
classification accuracy of each class and the overall accuracy in

terms of the percentage of correctly classified pixels (PCC), as
listed in Table I. Note that the nonmixed pixels were not considered in the accuracy statistics, since they will only increase the
SPM accuracy without providing any useful information on the
performance of the SPM methods [15], [37], [38], [51]–[53].
Checking the accuracy for each area in Table I, the accuracy of
two geostatistics-based SPM approaches (i.e., ICK and NICK)
is almost the same (PCC) as well as the accuracy for each
class, and both of them are superior to PSA and SPSAM. In
the South Carolina area, for NICK, the classification accuracy
of the urban class is 62.02%, around 3% and 1% greater than
that of PSA and SPSAM; the classification accuracy of the
agriculture class is 63.34%, with gains of around 1.5% over
PSA and SPSAM. With respect to the overall accuracy, PSA
produces a PCC of 67.54%, whereas SPSAM produces a PCC
of 67.77%. NICK increases the PCC by 1.2%. Focusing the
results for the Ohio area, ICK and the proposed NICK again
achieve similar accuracy for each class, which is higher than
for PSA and SPSAM. The PCC of PSA and SPSAM increases
from about 75.5% to 76.41% for the two geostatistics-based
SPM methods.
In SPM, within each coarse pixel, the class labels of S 2
subpixels need to be predicted, and the performance of NICK is
affected by the zoom factor S. Likewise, the four SPM methods
are tested for the other four zoom factors, i.e., 4, 6, 10, and 12.
The PCC of the four methods for all five zoom factors is shown
in the bar chart in Fig. 8. It is worth noting that as S increases,
the accuracy of all four methods decreases. Consistent with the
results in Table I, in ten cases, NICK produces almost identical
accuracy to ICK and higher PCC than PSA and SPSAM, which
further validates the effectiveness of deconvolution of coarse
spatial resolution semivariograms from the proportion images
for ICK-based SPM.
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Fig. 7. SPM results in experiment 1 (S = 8). (a) and (e) PSA results. (b) and (f) SPSAM results. (c) and (g) ICK results. (d) and (h) NICK results. (a)–(d) South
Carolina results. (e)–(h) Ohio results.
TABLE I
ACCURACY (%) OF SPM M ETHODS FOR THE S OUTH C AROLINA AND
O HIO A REAS IN E XPERIMENT 1 (S = 8)

Fig. 9. Two QuickBird images used in experiment 2. (Left) Original images.
(Right) Classified land cover maps. (a) Xuzhou suburban area. (b) Xuzhou
urban center area.

B. Experiment 2

Fig. 8. PCC (%) of the four SPM methods in relation to zoom factor S in two
areas. (a) South Carolina. (b) Ohio.

In the second experiment, two fine spatial resolution
(0.61 m) QuickBird images were used to test the NICK approach. The two QuickBird images contain 480 × 480 pixels
and three multispectral bands (RGB) and were acquired in
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Fig. 10. Proportion images of the seven classes in the simulated 5-m coarse spatial resolution images. From left to right: shadow, water, road, tree, grass, roof,
and bare soil. (a) Xuzhou suburban area. (b) Xuzhou urban center area.

Fig. 11. Fine spatial resolution semivariogram obtained by deconvolution for the Xuzhou suburb area in experiment 2 (S = 8). The red, green, and blue
curves denote the fine spatial resolution semivariogram from deconvolution, regularized coarse spatial resolution semivariogram, and coarse spatial resolution
semivariogram extracted from the proportion image.

August 2005. One image covers the suburb of Xuzhou City,
China, whereas the other image covers the urban center area
of that city [54]. The two images were classified with an algorithm that first integrated spatial features of pixel shape feature
set, gray-level cooccurrence matrix, and Gabor transform with
spectral information and then used a support vector machine
for classification. Each generated land cover map contains
seven classes: shadow, water, road, tree, grass, roof, and bare
soil. Fig. 9 shows the two original QuickBird images and the
corresponding classified land cover maps.
The land cover maps in Fig. 9 were degraded with an 8 ×
8 mean filter, producing two 5-m (relatively) coarse spatial
resolution images, as shown in Fig. 10. The task of SPM in this
experiment was to reproduce the two 0.61-m land cover maps
from the simulated 5-m proportion images of seven classes.
Fig. 11 shows the 0.61-m fine spatial resolution semivariograms

of the Xuzhou suburb area that were estimated by deconvolution. Likewise, the regularized coarse spatial resolution
semivariogram and target coarse spatial resolution semivariogram are very similar to each other in each case. Fig. 12
gives the SPM results of the PSA, SPSAM, ICK, and NICK
methods. The fine spatial resolution semivariograms for ICK
were extracted from the reference maps in Fig. 9. As can be
observed from both PSA results, the land cover is generally
over-compact, leading to locally smooth and hole-shaped artifacts. With respect to two SPSAM results, some disconnected
and cone-shaped patches exist, which conflicts with the spatial
characteristics in Fig. 9. In the ICK and NICK results, this
phenomenon is alleviated. As an example, in Fig. 12(c), (d), (g),
and (h), the road class is more continuous, and the boundary
of the roof class is smoother. Table II gives the classification
accuracy of each class as well as the PCC for the four SPM
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Fig. 12. SPM results in experiment 2 (S = 8). (a) and (e) PSA results. (b) and (f) SPSAM results. (c) and (g) ICK results. (d) and (h) NICK results.
(a)–(d) Xuzhou suburban area results. (e)–(h) Xuzhou urban center area results.
TABLE II
ACCURACY (%) OF SPM M ETHODS FOR THE T WO X UZHOU A REAS IN
E XPERIMENT 2 (S = 8)

methods. Again, the nonmixed pixels were not considered in the
accuracy statistics. Regarding PSA, it produces higher accuracy
for the shadow, road, and tree classes and greater PCC than
the ICK and NICK methods in the Xuzhou suburban area.
In the Xuzhou urban center area, although PSA has higher
accuracy for the water and road classes, the PCC of PSA is
lower than for the ICK and NICK methods. Checking the values
for SPSAM, it has higher accuracy for the bare soil class in
the Xuzhou suburban area and the grass class in the Xuzhou
urban center area than ICK and NICK, but the classification
of the other six classes is less accurate. The overall accuracy
of ICK and NICK is greater than that of SPSAM. Moreover, ICK and NICK have comparable accuracy for all seven
classes.
C. Experiment 3
A 30-m spatial resolution multispectral image acquired by
the Landsat-7 enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) sensor
in August 2001 was used in this experiment. The image covers

Fig. 13. Landsat images used in experiment 3. (a) Original images (bands 4,
3, and 2 as RGB). (b) Classified land cover maps.

Fig. 14. Proportion images of the four classes obtained by spectral unmixing
of the 240-m coarse images in experiment 3. (a) C1. (b) C2. (c) C3. (d) C4.

an area in the Liaoning Province, China and has a size of
400 × 400 pixels. Bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 of the Landsat
image were used in the experiment. Four land cover classes
were identified, and we denote them as C1, C2, C3, and C4.
The false color image is shown in Fig. 13(a). The 30-m hardclassified land cover map in Fig. 13(b) was used as reference
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Fig. 15. Fine spatial resolution semivariogram obtained by deconvolution in experiment 3 (S = 8). The red, green, and blue curves denote the fine spatial
resolution semivariogram from deconvolution, regularized coarse spatial resolution semivariogram, and coarse spatial resolution semivariogram extracted from
the proportion image.

Fig. 16. SPM results in experiment 3 (S = 8). (a) PSA result. (b) SPSAM result. (c) ICK result. (d) NICK result.

for SPM evaluation, which was generated by a maximumlikelihood classification of the 30-m multispectral image (with
an overall accuracy of over 90%).
The 30-m multispectral image was degraded via an 8 × 8
pixel mean filter to simulate an image with coarse (240 m)
spatial resolution, comparable to the spatial resolution of
medium-spatial-resolution systems such as Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Fully constrained
least squares linear spectral mixture analysis [2], [55] has
a simple physical meaning and has gained its popularity in
application. In this experiment, it was employed for spectral
unmixing. The predicted proportion images of the four classes
are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14 is compared with the reference
proportions (obtained by degrading Fig. 13(b) with an 8 × 8
mean filter) by means of the RMSE. The values for C1, C2,
C3, and C4 are 0.1930, 0.1551, 0.0555, and 0.1091, which are
relatively small errors.
Fig. 15 exhibits the deconvolved fine spatial resolution
(30 m) semivariograms, along with the regularized coarse
spatial resolution (240 m) semivariograms and target coarse
semivariograms (240 m) extracted in Fig. 14. For each class,
the 240-m regularized semivariogram and target coarse semivariogram are very similar to each other. For the four classes,
the differences between the deconvolved semivariograms and
reference fine spatial resolution semivariograms extracted in
Fig. 13(b) are quantified by the RMSE, and the values are
0.0257, 0.0055, 0.0022, and 0.0046, suggesting that the deconvolved semivariograms are highly similar to the reference
semivariograms. The high similarity is attributed mainly to the

TABLE III
ACCURACY (%) OF SPM M ETHODS IN E XPERIMENT 3 (S = 8)

good semivariogram reconstruction ability of the deconvolution
approach as well as the small errors in spectral unmixing in this
experiment.
The SPM results of PSA, SPSAM, ICK, and NICK methods
(S = 8) are provided in Fig. 16. Again, ICK utilized the fine
spatial resolution semivariograms extracted from the reference
map in Fig. 13(b). Similar to previous experiments, the PSA
result appears to be locally smooth, and the SPSAM result
contains cone-shaped patches. Generally, the ICK and NICK
results are visually more in agreement with the reference distribution of land cover in Fig. 13(b). Table III lists the accuracy
of the four SPM methods. Note that due to the inherent uncertainty in soft classification, in this experiment, all coarse pixels
(including both mixed and nonmixed pixels) in Fig. 14 were
included in the accuracy statistics. PSA produces the greatest
accuracy (i.e., 72.16%) for class C4, whereas SPSAM produces
the greatest accuracy (i.e., 80.67%) for class C3. However, the
overall accuracy in terms of PCC of ICK and NICK is greater
than PSA and SPSAM.
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TABLE IV
C OMPUTING T IME OF SPM M ETHODS IN E XPERIMENTS

TABLE V
M C N EMAR ’ S T EST FOR SPM M ETHODS IN E XPERIMENTS

V. D ISCUSSION
A. Computing Efficiency
The computing efficiency is an important factor for SPM
algorithm evaluation. Table IV lists the computing time of the
four methods in each experiment. The computing burden of
SPM algorithms is related to the image size and number of
classes in the image. In the three experiments, SPSAM took
the least time, as it is noniterative and is based on simple
multiplication [22], [29], [38]. For PSA in each experiment, it
took several minutes to converge to a satisfactory result. Both
ICK and NICK are faster than PSA and need less than 1 min
in each experiment. Compared with ICK, NICK requires more
time as it involves the extra deconvolution process.
B. McNemar’s Test
Here, McNemar’s test [56] was used to show the statistical
significance in accuracy for different SPM methods. The significance of difference between two classifiers (SPM is essentially
a hard classification technique, but at the subpixel scale) is
determined by
f12 − f21
Z12 = √
f12 + f21

(15)

where f12 are the number of pixels that are correctly classified in result 1 but incorrectly classified in result 2, and f21
vice versa. Using the 95% confidence level, the difference
between two SPM results is considered to be statistically significant if |Z| > 1.96.
The McNemar’s test results for the five test images are shown
in Table V. In each image, all pixels are included in the statistics
for the calculation of the Z values. As can be observed from
the values, ICK and NICK are generally able to produce more
statistically significant SPM results than PSA and SPSAM. As
for the comparison between the ICK and NICK results, their
differences are considered to be statistically insignificant in the
experiments.
C. Difference Between the Semivariograms Used in
NICK and ICK
NICK does not need training images and uses the semivariogram obtained by deconvolution, based on the input proportion images for SPM. As mentioned in the introduction, the
spatial structure information used in ICK-based SPM should be
defined at the target spatial resolution and be representative of
the studied area for SPM. In Section III-B, it was demonstrated
that deconvolution provides a suitable means of converting

the coarse spatial resolution semivariogram to the desired fine
spatial resolution semivariogram. Thus, in the example given,
the mismatch between the desired spatial resolution of the
target semivariogram and the coarse spatial resolution of the
available data was addressed by NICK. This necessitates a
discussion of how the spatial structure characterized by the
deconvolved fine spatial resolution semivariogram matches that
of the reference fine spatial resolution semivariogram. This was
investigated by analyzing the differences between the two types
of semivariograms, measured by the RMSE. In the experiments,
the deconvolved semivariogram was used in NICK, whereas the
reference semivariogram was used in ICK.
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Fig. 17. RMSE between the fine spatial resolution semivariogram estimated
by deconvolution and that extracted from fine spatial resolution training images.
(a) South Carolina. (b) Ohio. (Red line) Water. (Green line) Urban. (Magenta
line) Agriculture. (Blue line) Forest.

The South Carolina and Ohio maps were used for the analysis. The RMSE values for five zoom factors (i.e., S = 4, 6,
8, 10, and 12) and four classes in the two areas are shown in
Fig. 17. The RMSE between the two types of semivariograms
increases in general as S increases, because the uncertainty
in deconvolution increases correspondingly. Nevertheless, the
RMSE values presented in the figure are not very large and
are very small for small zoom factors. For the South Carolina
map, most of the values are less than 0.05, and for the Ohio
map, the values are less than 0.02 for the urban, agriculture,
and forest classes. This indicates a relatively high degree of
similarity between the two types of semivariograms. Hence,
the spatial structure of classes characterized by the deconvolved
fine spatial resolution semivariograms may be considered to be
representative of the studied area, particularly for a small zoom
factor in the experiment.
As can be found from the PCC of ICK and NICK, the
two methods have similar accuracy. The accuracy of the two
ICK-based SPM methods is related mainly to class probability
estimation, which is determined by two parts: proportions and
weights that are calculated based on the semivariogram [see
(4)]. In ICK and NICK, the proportions are exactly the same,
since they are performed on the same input coarse spatial
resolution images. With respect to the two sets of weights in
the ICK and NICK methods, they are derived from the semivariograms obtained by deconvolution and those extracted from the
fine spatial resolution training images (reference land cover
maps in the experiments), respectively. The two types of semivariograms used in ICK and NICK are close to each other, as
can be found in Fig. 17 and as discussed above. The similar accuracy of the two methods in the experiments is thus attributed
to the same proportions and similar semivariograms used.
D. Characteristics of NICK
In our previous research [37], it was mentioned that the
ICK-based SPM method holds several advantages. Few parameters are involved in this model, and it is noniterative as the
probabilities of class occurrence in subpixels are predicted by
solving a system of equations via ICK [see (1) and (2)]. NICK
has the same probability calculation process as ICK and, thus,
the same benefits. The experimental results show that NICK
consistently produces comparable SPM accuracy to ICK and
higher accuracy than the well-known SPSAM method. The
difference between the original ICK and the proposed NICK
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method is the means of acquiring the required semivariogram.
The acquisition of the semivariogram for NICK is realized by
fully mining the available information in the coarse spatial
resolution proportion images and does not require prior spatial
structure information or training images. The deconvolution
process in NICK is iterative and introduces several parameters, such as the number of iterations and threshold for the
stopping condition. Therefore, the introduced iteration process
and parameters are the cost of not using prior spatial structure
information for NICK. Nevertheless, we can conclude that
NICK inherits the advantage of ICK in terms of SPM accuracy
and, more importantly, extends ICK to cases where the prior
spatial structure information is unavailable. For these reasons,
the newly developed geostatistics-based SPM method has great
potential in real applications.
E. Future Research
The proposed NICK is shown to be a robust SPM method
in this study, which produces consistently comparable SPM
accuracy (in terms of PCC) to ICK in two separate experiments.
This is good evidence of the effectiveness of the deconvolutionbased NICK method. However, it is insufficient to reveal the
generalizability of the proposed NICK method in all cases in
the real world where land covers may be diversely distributed.
It is essential to pay due attention to this problem.
In cases where the objects of interest are larger than the
pixel size of the coarse spatial resolution input image (i.e.,
the well-known H-resolution case [9]), deconvolution is likely
to lead to sufficiently reliable estimates of the fine resolution semivariogram. In cases where the objects of interest
are smaller than the pixel size (i.e., the L-resolution case),
deconvolution may lead to an underestimate of the semivariance
in the fine resolution semivariogram. However, we note that
both the ICK and NICK methods are defined for application
in the H-resolution case only. Alternative pattern-matchingtype algorithms are more suited to, and should be applied
in, the L-resolution case. Moreover, it is not clear whether
such differences will lead to significant underperformance of
the NICK method itself, since we anticipate a high degree of
robustness of the method to semivariogram estimation. Thus,
in future research, further cases need to be tested, specifically
to characterize the range of conditions under which the NICK
method is likely to be suitable and to test the robustness of the
NICK method to semivariogram estimation.
NICK also provides a promising new option for implementing ICK in downscaling of continua. As can be found from
expression (3), it can predict continuous variables at a fine
spatial resolution, given the input coarse spatial resolution image. Downscaling continua [39], such as downscaling surface
temperature [57] or surface soil moisture [58], has gained
increasing attention recently. Therefore, the proposed NICK
method may be a promising approach for these applications.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented a NICK-based SPM method, in
which the semivariogram used for ICK-derived probability
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prediction is obtained by deconvolving the semivariogram
extracted from the input coarse spatial resolution proportion
images, rather than additional fine spatial resolution training
images as in the original ICK method. Experimental results
reveal that it is feasible to estimate the fine spatial resolution
semivariogram by deconvolution for ICK-based SPM. The
semivariogram observed at a coarse spatial resolution can be
converted to the one required at the target fine spatial resolution
such as to characterize the spatial structure of land cover,
representative of the studied area. Tested with three groups of
remote sensing images, the results of the new ICK method were
found to have comparable SPM accuracy to the original ICK
method. Thus, the proposed method enables the application of
ICK in cases where no prior spatial structure information exists.
Future research will focus on testing the NICK method in more
cases and extending it to more problem sets (e.g., downscaling
continua).
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